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Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

I created these paintings for a solo exhibition with the name "Accompanied by Angels" No
specific brief, it is a my free art idea
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What were you trying to express?

The idea of my painting series is to present my imagine of the Guardian angels. Light, huge
creatures, who look after all creatures, roaring around us, caring the memory of past ages and
the mystery of the invisible world that exist next to us and we may feel in some extraordinary
moments. I use gold and other elements from the orthodox Icons , thus my paintings can be also
presented as a modern icons who can be used to protect and bring good energy in the house.
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Is it 100% your original work?

Yes
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Creative's profile

Daniela Stefanova
fine artist
Sofia, Bulgaria

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration
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